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Nen and the Lonely Fisherman is our BOOK OF THE
MONTH! It is a modern retelling of The Little Mermaid
featuring a Merman and his search for love.
Lots of people have said that this book needs to be in
ALL primaries. Why do you think that is? I think that Nen
and Ernest’s story seems to have struck a chord with a lot of
people who want to see diverse stories and different types
of love stories. Teachers know the importance of children
seeing themselves reflected in stories and the power of a
story to teach empathy. We hope this story will teach all our
readers that everyone deserves a happily ever after and
that stories are there to be reimagined and recreated.
Picture books are regularly used for younger children, why
do you think they are useful with older children too?
Reading a picture book means that everyone can access the
story and interpret it in their own way. Picture books open
up so many conversations and ideas and encourage children
to discuss their opinions and emotions.
Mermaids get all the fun! Which other mythical creatures
would you like to see getting more of the spotlight? Oh
that’s a tough one! I think I’d like to see a children’s picture
book reimagining the birth and origins of Pegasus, the
flying horse, and how he was created after Medusa’s death.
Or maybe even an early chapter book about Pegasus’s
adventures!
What is the best book that you have read this year? I’ve
read so many fabulous books this year. I adored Grandad’s
Camper by Harry Woodgate (another great picture book). I
loved Lightning Falls by Amy Wilson. I’m also reading LD
Lapinski’s Strangeworlds,
which is epic!
Thanks for your time Ian it
has been lovely to chat
about your new book!
Nen
and
the
Lonely
Fisherman is also illustrated
by James Mayhew and is
out now from Owlet press!
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The Astonishing Future of Alex Nobody
Kate Gilby Smith
Orion 8+
You know that feeling of being watched? Imagine if you
kept seeing tourists sneakily watching you. This is what
happens to Alex. Time travellers are coming to visit her
but she has no idea why. Is she someone important in the
future? She feels like a nobody now, but is she destined
for great things? She accidentally ends up in the future
and finds all the answers to her questions.

Antigua De Fortune

Anna Rainbow & Oli Hyatt
Chicken House 9+
Pirates + Mermaids + Magic = A very exciting book!
Antigua's little brother is taken by pirates along with all
of the other boys from her town. With the help of a
retired pirate crew desperate for an adventure and a
trapped mermaid, can Antigua rescue the boys? This tale
is full of unexpected twists and turns!

Danny Chung Does Not Do Maths
Maisie Chan & Anh Cao
Picadilly Press 9+
It can be tricky when you want to do one thing (drawing)
but everyone else wants you to do something else
(Maths). When Danny's Nai Nai comes to visit he
struggles to communicate due to his lack of Mandarin
and her lack of English. Is she just another problem or
the answer to his problems?

The Culture of Clothes
Giovanna Alessio & Chaaya Prabhat
Templar 7+
This is an absolutely stunning non-fiction book that
explores the traditions of clothes around the world.
Organised by continent, each double page spread
has a vibrant illustration which jumps out at you and
plenty of information about the clothes and the
culture. I think Oceania was my favourite continent!

One To Wait for...

@MisterBodd

Adam-2 - Alastair Chisholm
Nosy Crow - August 21
Orion Lost was one of my favourite reads of
last year so I've got high hopes for Adam-2!
It sounds brilliant! Sci-fi and robots always
make an exciting story! Check out our
favourite robot stories on the back page!

Move, Mr Mountain
Francesca Sanna
Templar Books 4+
I'm a big fan of Francesca's picture books and this does
not disappoint! Lily wants Mr Mountain to move so that
she can see what is behind him. He is shocked at her
rudeness and refuses! A battle of wills follows and slowly
the two become friends! Lily helps Mr Mountain see
more of the world too!

Indigo Wilde

Pippa Curnick
Hodder Children 6+
A brilliantly fun new series for younger children. Indigo and her
brother are rescued and taken back to Jellybean Cresent to live with
other rescued creatures including yetis, llamacorns and goblins! The
house is as chaotic as you'd expect. But her adoptive parents send a
new creature home that causes even more trouble - what on earth
could the monster be?

The Crackle Dawn Dragon

Abi Elphinstone
Simon & Schuster 8+
Abi has created a brilliantly exciting series of books that was sparked
by a World Book Day £1 book! Crackle Dawn is the last of four books You'll need to jump back to Everdark to follow the series from the
beginning, but it's well worth it. Magic, the environment and self
discovery are the key ingredients here. Also any book with a character
named Perpetual Faff deserves an award!

Aziza's Secret Fairy Door

Lola Morayo & Cory Reid
Macmillan Children 6+
Good chapter books for the youngest readers are hard to come by,
especially ones with fairies in. Some are all glitter and no substance.
When reading this, I knew that it was exactly what the avid younger
readers in my school needed! When Aziza gets a fairy door through
her letterbox, she puts it on her balcony and ends up going into
another world AND SHE HAS GROWN WINGS!

One You Might Have Missed

The Ten Riddles of Eartha Quicksmith - Loris Owen
Firefly - 8+ Sept 2020

Imagine Harry Potter but with science! Now make it 10 times
better and add some awesome pets! Now you're getting close
to Ten Riddles! This is an exciting book that will leave you
desperately trying to solve the riddles before the characters.
A real page turner!

Robots have fascinated generations of adults and
children, here are some of my favourite robot books!
Is yours on here?

1. The Wild Robot
Peter Brown
2. Curiosity
Markus Motum
3. Troofriend
Kirsty Applebaum
4. Unplugged
Steve Antony
5. Boot
Shane Hegarty &
Ben Mantle
6. Welcome to your
Awesome Robot
Viviane Schwarz
7. Runaway Robot
Frank Cottrell-Boyce
& Steven Lenton
8. The Robot and the
Bluebird
David Lucas
9. Tin
Padraig Kenny

When buying books, please support your local bookshop. Your
custom really helps to keep vital businesses open!
If you don't have a bookshop close, please consider using
www.anewchapterbooks.com A brilliant new online bookshop
that will offer you any further support or advice that you need!
If you have any questions or have a book released in July that you feel deserves a place on
the newsletter: Email us - MisterBodd@outlook.com

